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In August last year, we highlighted that real estate (listed and direct) tends to outperform equities during 
periods of high inflation. We have previously cited the following chart as evidence of this dynamic. 

 
Source: NAREIT, Bloomberg, Quay Global Investors 

Digging into the data, we found real estate outperforms equities during periods of moderate inflation (3-
6%) as well as high inflation (+6%), all the while delivering positive real total returns (inflation up to 6%) or 
preserving real purchasing power (inflation above 6%). In fact, the ‘sweet spot’ for real property returns 
was between 3-6%, while inflation above 6% is devastating for equities (see following table). 

CPI 
threshold 

Number of 
sequences 

Months 
total 

Max 
months in 

any 
sequence 

Avg. 
monthly 

return REIT 
(nominal) 

Avg. 
monthly 

return S&P500 
(nominal) 

Avg. 
monthly 

return REIT 
(real) 

Avg. 
monthly 

return S&P500 
(real) 

<3% 17 282 110 0.8% 1.0% 0.7% 0.8% 
>3% 18 313 129 1.1% 0.3% 0.6% -0.1% 
3-6% range 22 210 41 1.2% 0.5% 0.9% 0.2% 
>6% 4 103 66 0.7% 0.0% -0.1% -0.7% 

Source: US Bureau of Labor Statistics, NAREIT, Bloomberg LLC 

Interestingly, real estate underperforms equities (albeit only slightly) when inflation is sustainably below 
3%. This evidence is contrary to the conventional wisdom stating real estate does best when inflation and 
interest rates are low (despite Japan providing 20 years of evidence to the contrary). For more on this 
analysis, refer to the original article here. 

It was clear from the data that real estate is a reliable hedge against inflation – but of course it’s not an 
investor’s only option. Gold is often cited as a natural hedge against inflation. But is it better than real 
estate?  

Before we turn to the data, let’s examine the logic and reasoning why these assets have the reputation as a 
hedge against rising prices. 

Theoretical underpinning of real estate as an inflation hedge 

It is generally cited that real estate acts as an inflation hedge because rents are often linked to CPI. In our 
view, this is not a solid argument. Rents are ultimately set by market forces governed by supply and 
demand. Lack of supply can result in rental growth significantly in excess of inflation (for example, current 
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US single family rents are growing at +10% per annum), while excess supply can see rents fall irrespective of 
inflation (for example in the current environment, office). 

The real reason real estate acts as an inflation hedge is that over time, real estate values mean-revert 
around replacement cost. And in periods of high inflation, as the following chart shows, replacement cost 
increases at a faster rate. 

 
Source: Quay Global Investors 

As inflation and the cost to build accelerates, new development feasibilities fail to ‘pencil’, restricting 
supply relative to demand. The only scenario where new supply is delivered is if property prices catch up to 
building costs, delivering investors capital returns that match rising construction costs (with the yield 
added, resulting in real positive returns).  

Theoretical underpinning of gold as an inflation hedge 

The more direct relationship between gold and inflation is tied back to earlier monetary systems. For much 
of the first half of the 20th century, most Western monetary systems were based on a gold standard, 
whereby governments restricted the amount of money to a fixed ratio of gold reserves. Gold was then used 
to settle international accounts (from trade imbalances). When governments expanded the money supply 
(say during periods of war)1, the price of gold would eventually adjust upwards to reflect the new ratio. 

Post World War 2, the relationship between gold and inflation was tied via the Bretton-Woods agreement, 
whereby member nations would ‘peg’ their currency to the reserve currency (the USD). The peg would be 
managed by nations adopting monetary and fiscal policy that stabilised exchange rates within 1% of the 
USD. The USD in turn would be convertible into gold at a fixed ratio of (initially) US$35 per oz. Each 
member country had full convertibility to the USD (facilitated by central bank reserves), which in turn was 
convertible to gold. Since gold was relatively fixed, any increase in monetary base would result in a 
repricing of gold relative to the USD and by extension all pegged currencies. 

The Bretton-Woods scheme worked well initially because the US enjoyed significant trade surpluses at the 
expense of a war-ravaged Europe and South East Asia. Further, the US was home to approximately two 
thirds of all known gold reserves, further underpinning the credibility of the system. Inevitably the war-
affected regions regained their competitiveness, and the US was caught in an expensive war in Vietnam. US 
trade surpluses turned into deficits, and US gold reserves dwindled. By August 1971 the US government 

 
1 Governments generally abandoned the gold standard during the major world conflicts of the 20th century. 
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ended USD convertibility into gold. In effect, the USD was floated, and in the following years other 
countries abandoned the peg and adopted flexible exchange rates – all of which gave birth to the modern 
monetary system. 

Since the abandonment of the Bretton-Woods agreement, the relationship between gold and inflation has 
been far more tenuous. 

What the data shows 

To measure the performance of gold and real estate during periods of inflation, we adopted the same 
methodology as our August 2021 paper. Using data from 1971 (which reflects the period when 
convertibility into gold was abandoned), we looked at various levels of inflation and measured the total 
returns from listed real estate (US REITs) and gold. 

The results are summarised in the following table. 

CPI threshold Number of 
sequences 

Months 
total 

Max months 
in any 

sequence 

Avg. 
monthly 

return REIT 
(nominal) 

Avg. 
monthly 

return gold 
(nominal) 

Avg. 
monthly 

return REIT 
(real) 

Avg. 
monthly 

return gold 
(real) 

<3% 17 282 110 0.8% 0.4% 0.6% 0.3% 
3-6% range 22 210 41 1.2% 0.7% 0.9% 0.5% 
>6% 4 103 66 0.7% 1.0% -0.1% 0.2% 

Source: US Bureau of Labor Statistics, NAREIT, Bloomberg LLC 

Gold does okay in a low inflationary environment and still delivers positive nominal and real returns, but 
underperforms real estate (and by extension, equities). Real estate continues to outperform gold in up to 
6% inflation. However, in periods of very high inflation (+6%) gold does better than real estate (and 
significantly better than equities). 

Breaking the data down into 1% bands, we get the following outcomes. 

 
Source: US Bureau of Labor Statistics, NAREIT, Bloomberg LLC, Quay Global Investors 
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Source: US Bureau of Labor Statistics, NAREIT, Bloomberg LLC, Quay Global Investors 

The more detailed analysis highlights that gold’s outperformance occurs when inflation exceeds 8% per 
annum. Up until this point, real estate tends to deliver better returns. 

Digging into the data a little further, the period of +8% inflation reflects the periods from Oct 1973 to Aug 
1975, and Sep 1978 through to Jan 1982. In short, gold’s outperformance is based on +40-year old data, a 
time when investor behaviour was potentially influenced by a recently abandoned monetary system. 
Today, the linkage between gold and inflation is not as concrete as under previous systems, and therefore 
caution should be exercised in assuming gold will perform as it did in the past. 

Concluding thoughts 

Real estate – particularly listed real estate – lives up to its promise that under various levels of inflation, it 
delivers real total returns (up to 6% inflation) and at the very least, preserves the purchasing power of 
capital (inflation above 6%). During these high periods of inflation, real estate is the preferred asset class 
compared to equities. Importantly, this performance is not based on faith, but on the strong economic 
relationship between real estate and inflation. That is, prices oscillate around replacement cost over time, 
and replacement cost is tied to inflation. 

Gold also previously lived up to the promise of an inflation hedge. Indeed, in periods of high inflation (+8%) 
gold outperforms real estate, and by extension, equities. However, the direct relationship between gold 
and inflation no longer exists, and data supporting gold as an inflation hedge may simply be a function of 
‘market memory’ of a system long since abandoned.  
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For more insights from Quay Global Investors, visit quaygi.com 

 

The content contained in this article represents the opinions of the authors. The authors may hold either long or short positions in securities of 
various companies discussed in the article. The commentary in this article in no way constitutes a solicitation of business or investment advice. It is 
intended solely as an avenue for the authors to express their personal views on investing and for the entertainment of the reader. 

This information is issued by Bennelong Funds Management Ltd (ABN 39 111 214 085, AFSL 296806) (BFML) in relation to the Quay Global Real 
Estate Fund. The Fund is managed by Quay Global Investors, a Bennelong boutique. This is general information only, and does not constitute 
financial, tax or legal advice or an offer or solicitation to subscribe for units in any fund of which BFML is the Trustee or Responsible Entity 
(Bennelong Fund). This information has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation or needs. Before acting on the 
information or deciding whether to acquire or hold a product, you should consider the appropriateness of the information based on your own 
objectives, financial situation or needs or consult a professional adviser. You should also consider the relevant Information Memorandum (IM) and 
or Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) which is available on the BFML website, bennelongfunds.com, or by phoning 1800 895 388 (AU) or 0800 442 
304 (NZ). BFML may receive management and or performance fees from the Bennelong Funds, details of which are also set out in the current IM 
and or PDS. BFML and the Bennelong Funds, their affiliates and associates accept no liability for any inaccurate, incomplete or omitted information 
of any kind or any losses caused by using this information. All investments carry risks. There can be no assurance that any Bennelong Fund will 
achieve its targeted rate of return and no guarantee against loss resulting from an investment in any Bennelong Fund. Past fund performance is not 
indicative of future performance. Information is current as at the date of this document. Quay Global Investors Pty Ltd (ABN 98 163 911 859) is a 
Corporate Authorised Representative of BFML. 
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